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Simple Sample Processing Enhances Malaria Rapid Diagnostic Test Performance

K. M. Davis§, L. E. Gibson§, F. R. Haselton§, and D. W. Wright§

Lateral flow immunochromatographic rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) are the primary form of medical diagnostic used for malaria in underdeveloped nations. Unfortunately, many of these tests do not detect asymptomatic malaria carriers. In order for eradication of the disease to be achieved, this problem must be solved. In this study, we demonstrate enhancement in the performance of six RDT brands when a simple sample-processing step is added to the front of the diagnostic process. Greater than a 4-fold RDT signal enhancement was observed as a result of the sample processing step. This lowered the limit of detection for RDT brands to submicroscopic parasitemias. For the best performing RDTs the limits of detection were found to be as low as 3 parasites/µL. Finally, through individual donor samples, the correlations between donor source, WHO panel detection scores and RDT signal intensities were explored.

Introduction

The advent of point of care (POC) diagnostic tools has changed the face of healthcare in nations affected by the ongoing spread of infectious diseases. These underdeveloped, remote areas are often characterized by poverty, absent or intermittent electricity, hot and humid environmental conditions as well as a lack of skilled clinicians. Molecular based diagnostic methods such as enzyme immunoassays (ELISA) and quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) are powerful tools for the detection of protein and nucleic acid biomarkers of infectious diseases, but reagent instability and cost of these assays in addition to time and expertise needed to perform the test limits their use in underdeveloped areas. Light microscopy is currently the gold standard for blood-borne disease detection, but intermittent access to functional microscopes and trained microscopists prevents its widespread use at the point of care. Lateral flow immunochromatographic rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs), which operate much like a commercial pregnancy test, were developed to circumvent these challenges and bring affordable disease diagnosis to low-resource areas. Several advantages of RDTs include low-cost, rapid time to result, and ease of use and interpretability. Additionally, these tests have been widely used in public health programs to aid with patient management, disease surveillance and treatment campaigns. In 2006, over 16 million RDTs were delivered to underdeveloped nations for the detection of malaria alone. These RDTs detect protein biomarkers of the malarial parasite. The predominant RDT biomarker indicative of Plasmodium falciparum infection is Histidine Rich Protein II (pfHRPII), while Plasmodium Lactate Dehydrogenase (pLDH) serves as a pan-specific biomarker. Despite the many advantages of RDTs, the changing climate of infectious disease education, prevention, and treatment has highlighted the need for improved tests. The World Health Organization (WHO) periodically reviews all malaria RDTs manufactured for diagnostic use, and sets the limit of detection for these tests at 200 parasites/µL. While this limit of detection is sufficient for the diagnosis of symptomatic malaria infection many asymptomatic patients are not diagnosed and continue to be transmission reservoirs of the disease because current RDTs fail to identify these asymptomatic carriers. Additionally, poor manufacturing standards and storage conditions render many brands of malaria RDTs inoperable and unreliable. There are an estimated 60 brands and 200 types of tests manufactured for the detection of malaria, and according to the WHO, less than 10% of those tests are effective at detecting 200 parasites/µL parasite densities. Unfortunately, tests are often acquired based on government sanctions, history of use, and cost instead of acquisition based on reliability of the brand. This variability in test performance, sensitivity and reliability undermines the progress made in malaria disease prevention.

We have recently reported the development of a low-resource extraction cassette that can extract, purify and concentrate the most common malarial biomarker, Plasmodium falciparum Histidine Rich Protein II (pfHRPII), from a blood sample, in less than 30 minutes. At least 50% extraction efficiency was demonstrated for samples with parasitemias as low as 12.5 parasites/µL and, as a result of this technique, a commercial RDT brand was qualitatively improved over 8-fold. In our current study, we describe the utility of this extraction cassette for the improvement of a wide range of RDT brands of variable performance. Additionally, this improvement is quantitated at parasitemias below the 200 parasites/µL regime. Finally, we
Scheme 1 The workflow used to quantitate the RDT signals.

describe the effect of individual donor samples on low, medium and high performing RDT brands at various parasite loads.

Experimental

Materials

Both pooled and individual donor human whole blood in citrate phosphate dextrose (Cat # HMWBCPD) were purchased from Bioreclamation LLC. For the enhancement study pooled blood was used. For the individual donor effect study, individual donor blood was used as shown in Table 1†. This study was blinded, as we did not know the identity of the donors. *Plasmodium falciparum* D6 strain was cultured in the lab. Tygon tubing was purchased from McMaster Carr (Cat # ACF00002). Ni-NTA Magnetic Agarose Beads (Cat # 36113) were purchased from Qiagen Inc. Donut magnet used in this study was purchased from Emovendo LCC. Paracheck (Pck), ParaHit Dipstick (PDip), ParaHit Total (PTot), ICT Pf (IPf), ICT Dual (IDual) and Blue Cross One Step Pf (OsPf) rapid diagnostic tests were acquired from their respective manufacturers. (ESI Table 2†). Hewlett Packard Color LaserJet CM3530fs MFP scanner was used to image the RDTs. Image J software was downloaded from the National Institute of Health website (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). OriginPro 9.0 Software was employed for RDT analysis. The remaining products were purchased from either Fisher Scientific or Sigma Aldrich.

Blood Sample Preparation

Human whole blood samples were combined in 1:1 (v:v) ratio with 2X lysis buffer (100 mM potassium phosphate pH = 8.0, 600 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, 2% Triton X-100). Subsequently, the blood sample was filtered through glass wool that was placed in the bottom of a plastic syringe. Following filtration, a 200 parasite/µL stock blood sample was made by adding a specific amount of D6 *P. falciparum* culture (at ~5200 parasites/µL) to the lysed and filtered sample. The remaining parasitemias were achieved by serial dilution of the remaining parasitemias were achieved by serial dilution of the 200 parasites/µL stock. For the mimic patient study, this process was modified slightly in that the specific amount *P. falciparum* culture required for the desired parasitemia was spiked into the sample before filtration. Thus, the samples were prepared individually without dilution.

Extraction and Analysis with RDTs

Extraction devices were constructed and prepared blood samples were purified and concentrated as described previously. Briefly, a 9-inch piece of Tygon tubing was injected with three 100 µL wash chambers (50 mM PB, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 125 mM imidazole, and 0.05% Tween-20) each separated by a 0.25 µL mineral oil valve. An elution chamber consisting of 10 µL of elution buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate (PB), pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole, 0.05% Tween-20) was injected at the end of the tube. One end of the Tygon tube was blocked with a capillary tube and a PCR tube was placed on the other end as the sample chamber. 200 µL of the blood sample were placed into this chamber with 10 µL of Ni-NTA magnetic agarose beads. After incubation in the chamber, the beads were pulled through the wash chambers into the elution chamber with a magnet. After incubating in the elution chamber the beads were pulled back into the adjacent oil valve. The elution chamber was then cut off with a razor and the contents were spotted onto an RDT. In the enhancement study, this process was done, in triplicate, on six types of RDTs, at six parasitemias (0, 12.5, 25, 50, 100 and 200 parasites/µL). For the individual donor effect study, the process was done in triplicate for three parasitemias (0, 10 and 200 parasites/µL) with each donor sample, on three RDT brands, PTot, IPf and Pck, of low to high performance, respectively, based on the WHO report. For both studies, standard analysis of the blood samples that were not extracted consisted of spotting 5 µL of parasite spiked blood sample directly onto the RDT and processing according to manufacturer’s specifications. These unextracted samples served as reference standards.

Image Analysis

The process used for analysis of the RDTs is outlined in Scheme 1. To begin the image analysis portion of this workflow the immunochromatographic test strip, housed within the plastic cassette of the RDT, was removed. The absorption pad at the end of the strip was detached to aid in the drying of the strip. The strips were dried overnight prior to imaging with a Hewlett Packard Color LaserJet CM3530fs MFP scanner. This drying step did not affect peak signal over time (data not shown). Specific settings were used (darkness = 8, background = 1, sharpness = 4) and the highest image quality was selected. The image was then manipulated in Image J. First, the image
Fig. 1 Integrated area of the RDT signal as a function of parasitemia, extraction and RDT brand. Curves for extracted (black lines) and unextracted (dashed line) samples are shown and the signal increase gained from extraction can be seen. The diagnostic threshold for all tests analyzed was 200 parasites/µL, as set by the World Health Organization.

Results

Enhancement in RDT Performance

The effect of sample preprocessing on RDT performance can be seen in Fig. 1. This analysis showed five of the six RDT brands tested were able to detect 200 parasites/µL from an unextracted sample. Four brands detected 100 parasites/µL, as compared to only two at 50 parasites/µL. Only IDual detected unextracted samples at 25 and 12.5 parasites/µL. After extraction, all brands were improved to detect parasite concentrations of 12.5 parasites/µL and higher, with the exception of OsPf. However, as is shown in ESI Fig. 2†, the control line was missing on random tests from one lot (Lot #10006) of IPf RDTs. Upon switching to a new lot, this issue was resolved.

To quantitate performance, the lateral flow strips within each cassette for all brands were scanned and the corresponding plot profiles analyzed using peak integration software. Analysis methods of this type are common in recently developed RDT readers. The degree of enhancement in RDT signal that occurs with extraction of the sample (enhancement factor) was calculated for 200 parasites/µL by the following relationship:

\[
\text{Integrated Area}_{\text{Extracted}} / \text{Integrated Area}_{\text{Unextracted}}
\]

(ESI Fig. 2†). This enhancement factor ranged from 4 to 13 among the five brands that produced a detectable signal at 200 parasites/µL unextracted. For OsPf, the enhancement was practically infinite, as the unextracted sample was not detected at 200 parasites/µL (Fig. 2).
The highest signal intensities for the extracted samples were observed for Pck, which had a PDS of 96.0%. Signal intensity decreased for IPf followed by PTot, whose detection scores were 86.9% and 35.4%, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unextracted</th>
<th>Extracted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paracheck (Pck)</td>
<td>21.7 ± 7.4</td>
<td>3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parahit Dipstick (PDip)</td>
<td>143.7 ± 39.5</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parahit Total (PTot)</td>
<td>70.2 ± 12.4</td>
<td>17.3 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT PF (IPf)</td>
<td>51.1 ± 7.9</td>
<td>5.6 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT Dual (IDual)</td>
<td>15 ± 1</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Step Pf (OsPf)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Limit of detection (in parasites/µL) for all brands of RDTs tested with unextracted and extracted samples.

**Limit of Detection of Enhanced RDT Signal**

Given the nature of the algorithm used to detect the peaks on the scanned RDT image, the smallest detectable signal was found as a percentage of the control peak (threshold height). For each brand tested, the integrated area for all of the control lines analyzed were averaged and converted to the 3% threshold height maximum. Given this threshold height, the LOD was found for extracted and unextracted samples of each brand (ESI Fig. 3†). Both Pck and IDual had LODs of 3 parasites/µL after extraction (Table 1). Additionally, a sensitivity enhancement factor was calculated by taking the ratio between the LODs for RDTs run with unextracted and extracted samples. This value ranged from a 4-fold to 13-fold enhancement in sensitivity. The sensitivity enhancement factor could not be calculated for OsPf because this brand did not flag within the parasitemias tested (ESI Fig. 4†).

**Effect of Individual Donor Samples on RDT Performance**

To focus the study on the correlation between donor source and WHO panel detection score (PDS) and the RDT signal intensity, three RDT brands of low, medium and high performance were selected. The performance of each RDT brand is based on the WHO PDS which is established by the RDT brand’s inter-test and inter-lot consistency. The three brands were selected by their WHO PDS and Pck fell in the high (>90%), IPf in the medium (50-90%) and PTot in the low (10-40%) range. These three brands were tested with unextracted and extracted samples at 0, 10 and 100 parasites/µL to demonstrate their utility at low parasitemias. As can be observed in Fig. 3, the extracted donor samples at 100 parasites/µL had average signal intensities that were statistically different among brands and trended with their respective PDS.

In Fig. 4 it can be seen that when unextracted donor samples were applied to Pck, 5/5 were detected at 100 parasites/µL, while 0/5 were detected at 10 parasites/µL. When extracted donor samples were applied to Pck, 5/5 were detected at 100 and 10 parasites/µL. When unextracted donor samples were applied to IPf, 3/5 were detected at 100 parasites/µL and 0/5 were detected 10 parasites/µL. When extracted donor samples were applied to IPf, 5/5 were detected at 100 parasites/µL and 4/5 were detected at 10 parasites/µL. When unextracted donor samples were applied to PTot 0/5 were detected at 100 and 10 parasites/µL. When extracted donor samples were applied to PTot 5/5, were detected at 100 parasites/µL and 0/5 were detected at 10 parasites/µL. A 4 to 5-fold difference in signal intensity between the 10 and 100 parasites/µL extracted samples for Pck and IPf was observed. Generally, all samples of the same parasitemia, analyzed by the same RDT brand, experienced similar enhancements, which seems to point to no individual donor sample effect on the signal.
Discussion

The advent and implementation of rapid diagnostic tests have made an invaluable impact on the diagnosis and treatment of infectious diseases in third world countries. The efficacy of these tests at high parasitemia was demonstrated in this study, as all RDT brands analyzed were found to produce detectable signal given unextracted samples at a parasite density of 2000 parasites/µL (ESI Fig. 5f). But as discussions about eradication strategies begin in earnest, the challenge becomes how to effectively identify the untreated asymptomatic patient reservoir. Management of submicroscopic malarial infections has become a challenge in the field, as current rapid diagnostics are unable to detect these patients.\(^\text{[13-15]}\) Thus, for this study we set our desired detection limit to less than 20 parasites/µL as this will allow for detection of parasite at submicroscopic levels and lead to the diagnosis of more asymptomatic infections.\(^\text{[3]}\)

We have reached these detection limits through modification of the current RDT diagnostic process, which has allowed our method to be simple, rapid and affordable. The RDT diagnostic process was modified by adding a simple sample preparation step which consists of a self-contained extraction device that purifies and concentrates the malaria biomarker pfHRPII. In order to choose the RDT brands to be evaluated in this study, the WHO report on the performance of all manufactured malaria RDTs was consulted. Given this report, we selected a range of RDT brands representative of low, medium and high performing tests (ESI Table 2†). Because of the nature of our extraction device, we hypothesized that we could improve these tests, regardless of WHO PDS, by application of a small volume of concentrated, purified pfHRPII. Improvement in test performance was benchmarked on changes in the signal intensity of the pfHRPII test line. Analysis of RDT signal as a function of parasitemia from 12.5 to 200 parasites/µL generally pointed to an enhancement in test performance after sample processing as compared to an unextracted sample. Despite the observed enhancement, visual and pixel analysis of the tested brands revealed several brand-to-brand discrepancies. The most noted was in the case of OsPF, where smearing of the sample and RDT components on the test strip increased the background, preventing detection of low parasitemias in this brand (ESI Fig. 6†). This failure of the test strip to clear the sample and reagents prevented proper development of the test line and peak identification. Other brand-to-brand differences were observed by comparing the shape of the titration curves. Pck reached saturation in signal intensity after 100 parasites/µL, whereas PTot and IPf remained linear through 200 parasites/µL, where our analysis stopped (Fig. 5). These differing trends suggest a greater concentration of active antibody on the test line of IPf and PTot RDTs, thus providing a wider linear range for calculations made through our algorithm.

The multiplicity of enhancement in signal intensity achieved by the extraction of the blood samples was found by comparison of the signal intensity of unextracted and extracted samples at 200 parasites/µL. A minimum 4-fold enhancement was achieved for all tests (Fig. 2). The greatest enhancement was observed for those tests that gave minimal or undetectable results when the samples were unextracted (ie. PDip and OsPF). The limits of detection were calculated for all of the RDT brands and the enhancement in limits of detection for the various RDT brands followed the same trend as observed for signal enhancement at 200 parasites/µL (ESI Fig. 4†). According to the WHO, the limit of detection for malaria RDTs is required to be at least 200 parasites/µL.\(^\text{[7]}\) We found five out of six of these brands to have limits of detection ranging from 15-150 parasites/µL given an unextracted sample. OsPF did not detect unextracted samples within the LOD recommended by the WHO. When samples were extracted, the limits of detection were found to be between 3-33 parasites/µL (Table 1). Of the six brands tested, five were enhanced to detect below the set detection limit of 20 parasites/µL, which is representative of asymptomatic and submicroscopic levels of malaria infection. IDual was the only brand tested that was able to detect at this level before extraction. To our knowledge, no previously developed method for RDT analysis has allowed for the detection of such low parasitemias.

After quantifying the LOD of these brands, we focused the study to three brands (Pck, PTot and IPf) analyzing individual donor blood samples to examine the influence of individual donor background. It was found that test performance at 10 and 100 parasites/µL was not affected by individual blood donors for the three brands evaluated (Fig. 4). Thus, any variations in signal intensity of a given RDT observed for samples with the same preparation and parasitemia were attributed to manufacturing and brand differences. The data collected from this portion of the study was also used to observe trends in RDT performance. An increase in integrated peak area from PDip to IPf to Pck was found to correspond to an increase in signal intensity between these brands. This increase in signal followed the trend in the increasing PDS reported by the WHO for these RDT brands (Fig. 3). Although the signals of low and medium performing tests were not enhanced to that of high performing test, enhancement in overall performance was observed across the range of the panel detection scores. Analysis of these three RDT brands also showed that sample extraction reduced the incidence of false negative test results. For example, in the case of IPf, at 100 parasites/µL, only 3/5 of the unextracted donor

![Fig. 5 Comparison of the titration curves for three of the RDT brands used for the study on the effect of individual donor samples, which show differences in brand performance. The WHO panel detection score for each brand tested is indicated on the graph.](image)
samples were detected but upon extraction 5/5 of the donor samples produced detectable signals (Fig. 4). The inclusion of the extraction step makes seemingly bad RDTs work better, by increasing signal and thus reducing false negatives and could be invaluable to malaria management programs to enhance the performance of brands available for use.

Conclusion

We have described a method of improving existing rapid diagnostic tests for the detection of malaria by adding a simple sample preparation step prior to performing the test. Regardless of the panel detection scores assigned to the selected brands by the World Health Organization, we found five of six brands were improved and detected parasitemia within submicroscopic levels of infection—a regime of diagnosis that RDTs have traditionally been unable to detect. Both the visual signal and limit of detection gained a 4-fold and in some cases 100-fold enhancement. Limits of detection, after extraction, were estimated to be as low as 3 parasites/μL for two brands. Several labs are currently developing cell phone RDT readers, which use an algorithm similar to that described here to convert the visual test signal to a quantitative one. 12,16,17 By combining our extraction technology with these developing resources, the positive impact of RDTs for malaria control could become an important tool for diagnosing symptomatic and asymptomatic carriers. With these advances in RDT technology, rapid, affordable, point-of-care diagnostics will continue to be at the forefront of malaria eradication efforts in underdeveloped nations.
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